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To seize the opportunity of our great surge of technological
devel-opment, we need a national and global consensus
between business, government and society that will do for
the 21st century what social democracy did for the 20th.
The world appears to be changing at an unprecedented pace. Information technology is displacing or reshaping industry after industry;
rapid globalisation is leading to power shifts between nations, and the
threat of global warming is becoming ever more present.

In fact, we have been here before. A deeper understanding
of both history and technology can help us respond to these
challenges and find a prosperous path ahead. What we can see
is that there is nothing inevitable about how these forces will
reshape our world. This will be dependent not on the
technological, global and environ-mental forces, but on the
socio-political choices we make to take best advantage of them.
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FIVE TECHNOLOGICAL REVOLUTIONS
Technological advance might appear as a continuous process, but in
fact the world has gone through five technological upheavals since the
Industrial Revolution in the late 1770s. 1 Each of these shifts (see
figure 2.1) brought with it a whole set of powerful new industries and
infrastructures—canals, railways, electricity, highways, tele-coms and
the internet—which have enabled a quantum leap in pro-ductivity and
quality in all industries. These technological leaps have also widened
and deepened market spaces, shifted the centres of industrial
dynamism and changed the rankings in world power.

The Industrial Revolution introduced mechanisation, changing
the role of skills in production, and initiated the era of British power. The following railway age led to the rise of the educated and
entrepreneurial middle classes. The third, from the end of the 19th
century, was the first globalisation based on empires and saw the
emergence of Germany and the US as challengers of British hegemony. Subsequently, the US led the age of the automobile and
mass production, bringing the American way of life to the working
classes and increasing the role of the State in economic stability.
The current information and telecommunications technology (ICT)
revolution has enabled the second globalisation; yet its full transformative impact on society is still to be defined.
As Schumpeter rightly noted—echoing Marx—capitalism is “incessantly revolutionising the economic structure from within, incessantly destroying the old one, incessantly creating the new one.” 2
However, in each case, after two or three decades of frenzied
exper-imentation with the new technologies and a bubble collapse
or two, society has had to learn to facilitate and guide the
unleashing of these new forces in order to increase the social
benefits that can be gained from their stable deployment.
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TWO DIFFERENT PERIODS
Each of these revolutions has driven a great surge of
development that takes half a century or more to spread
unevenly across the economy. Each occurs in two distinct
periods—installation and de-ployment—with a transitional phase
in the middle that is marked by a major bubble collapse and
recession. Figure 2.1 shows the histori-cal sequence of the
great surges with their equivalent periods in parallel.
It is important to note the difference between the “gilded” nature of
the prosperities that characterise the initial decades of each great
surge and that of the golden ages that follow after the bubble collapses and the subsequent recessions. The installation period is one of
extravagant “Great Gatsby” prosperity that sets up the new infrastructures and spreads a new common sense practice across the
business world and across society. It is finance that leads the investment process, backing the new entrepreneurs, spreading new technologies and forcing the old to modernise. This period also results

Figure 2.1. Five Great Surges: Bubbles, Recessions and “Golden Ages”
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in an increasing polarisation of income through differential
asset inflation, financial manipulation and major shifts in the
location of jobs and in the types and levels of skills required.
The prosperities of the deployment period of each surge, by
contrast, are seen as “golden ages” because they tend to reverse
some of the destruction and polarisation resulting from installation.
It is in these later periods that the potential of the revolution enables
innovation, investment, jobs and expansion across the economy.
These are the times when synergy is attained between the new industries, the modernised old industries and complementary activities that complete the new fabric of the economy and create the
new jobs that counteract those displaced by technical change.

The fabric of the economy is neither pre-determined nor
defined by technology. It is a socio-political choice, and one that
arises out of the collapse of the bubble (or bubbles) that end the
period of installation. This collapse reveals the inequalities that
arose in that period, along with the decoupling of the speculative
financial casino from the production economy. The recession
that follows results from the structural changes brought about by
the revolution. As the 1930s showed, this cannot be reversed by
markets alone. Reviving the flagging economy and going back
to business as usual is impos-sible because economic growth
post-bubble requires a fundamental redirection. In these
transitional periods, leaders need to recognise the irreversible
changes and to design a socio-institutional frame-work that
achieves a good match with the specific new potential installed.

THE SHAPING OF THE POST-WWII BOOM
The post-War mass production revolution is the most recent exam-ple
of a full cycle of installation and deployment. The potential of those
technologies was shaped very differently by the Western de-mocracies,
Hitler and Stalin. In the West, the power of mass produc-tion and the
infrastructure enabled by the automobile was turned into a consumerled process of continuous innovation, investment
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and expansion. Yet in the middle of the depression it was difficult to
recognise the vast range of viable innovations connected with plastics, energy intensive materials, energy using devices and the new
mass production methods, capable of creating a consumerist way
of life that could fuel economic expansion for decades. At the time,
assembly line manufacturing and the mechanisation of agriculture
had generated the same fears of “secular stagnation” 3 that today
arise from globalisation, ICT and robotics.
The revival success resulted from a synergistic combination of
institutional innovations such as the credit system, labour unionsecured salaries, unemployment and mortgage insurance, free or
subsidised education and healthcare, and a progressive tax structure.
The state funded many of these institutional innovations as well as the
Cold War, the other direction of innovation mostly funded by the state.
It was a positive-sum game established between business and society
that led to the greatest boom ever seen, aided by interna-tional
innovations that included the World Bank, the International Monetary
Fund, the dollar being used as “gold standard,” the Gener-al
Agreement on Tariffs and Trade, and the United Nations.
We are now in an equivalent moment in history, requiring similarly bold thinking and measures. The levels of unemployment and
inequality brought about by globalisation and ICT technologies,
along with the increasing environmental challenges resulting from
the previous technological revolution, threaten social cohesion and
security. The installation period of the current revolution established
the worldwide web, enabling planetary financial markets and the
organisation of industry in global value networks. Yet the capacity
of information technologies to transform every single industry and
activity, and to spawn innovations across the board, has only barely
been applied. The current growth and innovation potential in industry after industry, in old and complementary activities is huge, but
its profitability is too uncertain to attract massive finance. Unleashing that potential in a coherent direction could lead to a sustainable
global golden age that would do for developing economies what the
post-war boom did for advanced countries of the West. What is
lacking is a set of policies to tilt the playing field in a clear direction
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in order to generate synergies—suppliers, distribution, skills
and other shared factors—as occurred with suburbanisation
in the post-war boom. At present, most of the many diverse
and disparate inno-vations that are technologically possible
are seen as uncertain in terms of markets and profitability. It
is the combination of dynamic demand and convergent
direction that will provide the conditions for innovation and
investment to thrive, bringing a global economic revival.

“GREEN GROWTH” AS THE NEW
DIRECTION FOR INNOVATION
The most promising direction for a global boom is “green growth.” 4
In my understanding, this does not mean simply applying
renewable energies to the economy and the social institutions of
the oil age. Rather, “green” is a direction for deployment in which,
as suggested at the start of this chapter, technology, globalisation
and the envi-ronmental challenges turn from obstacles to solutions
for the current problems related to growth, jobs and
competitiveness. Green growth would act as a selection
mechanism to guide the trajectories of innovation in a convergent
direction that creates externalities com-mon to all. In the process, it
would involve a complete redefinition of “the good life.”
What does this mean? Historically, every technological revolution has led to a radical change in consumption patterns consistent
with the range of products shaped by the new technologies: from
Victorian living in the mid-19th century to the cosmopolitan style of
the Belle Époque and to the American way of life. If what motivates
the new billions of middle-income consumers in the emerging world
is aspiring to the same suburbanised, disposable living that drove
the mass production boom in the 20th century, they—and their
Western counterparts—will soon stumble against resource scarcity
and unaffordable prices. Instead, the technologies enabled by ICT
provide a wide range of possibilities for changing the proportion of
tangible and intangible goods and services in the patterns of both
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consumption and production. This could enable a vast increase
in the productivity of resources at the same time as a significant
reduc-tion in energy and materials consumption through the
redesign of products and the optimisation of logistics. 5
The growing use of renting and collaboration is already lengthening the life of products and encouraging a multi-user model of
distribution, diminishing the amount of materials and energy required to satisfy individual consumption needs. Smart electric grids
are beginning to allow the interactive production and consumption
of energy and could do much more. Experiments in the “circular
economy” are yielding impressive business results. Nano-materials
and other advances are promising leaps in quality and durability of
products. The long predicted reduction of paper consumption might
finally begin to happen, through e-books, tablets, internet information and other intangible means of communication. Alongside the
ever more versatile ICT devices, local organic food, sustainable
design, electric cars, bicycles and healthy living form the new aspirational lifestyles, replacing consumerism, passivity, obesity and
disposability.

THE SHAPE OF THE FUTURE
Today, the prevailing conventional wisdom, based on recent
experi-ence, is a poor source of inspiration. The new weak
trends, especial-ly those led by the young “digital natives,” are
the shape of the future. At times of unused technological
potential, it is safer to be bold than to be restrained by “realism.”
At present, the jobless rates in many advanced countries are
unacceptable and the current policies are, at best, only bringing
anaemic and unstable growth. A courageous policy of funding green
growth research and procurement, 6 plus strong measures stimulat-ing
innovation and investment in the revamping of the built environ-ment
and a redesign of products, services, distribution and mainte-nance
systems along green lines, would radically reduce the jobless rate in
each country. Imagine regulation clearly favouring true dur-
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ability of electrical appliances, for instance, by requiring the manufacturer to take responsibility for disposal—as the EU’s Waste Electrical and Electronic Equipment Directive 7 partly does. This is likely to spawn at least three innovative high employment processes: a
rental and maintenance service, a disassembly industry favouring
component and material reuse and the redesign of all products for
ease of maintenance, recycling and upgrading. All those activities
are already growing at a slow pace in industries large and small
and in different countries at different rhythms. The circular
economy, 8 industrial symbiosis (in which one industry uses the
other’s by-products), cradle-to-cradle 9 and other experiments are
spreading among pioneering companies that recognise the trends
of the future. The shift from ownership to rental is already visible in
the so-called “sharing economy”; it is easy to imagine it evolving
with an Ama-zon-like used-products, web-based system and with
chips identify-ing products and recording their use history.
As for producers, they may soon realise that they no longer
need the “planned obsolescence” strategy. With the continuous
entry of millions of new middle-income consumers across the world,
they are more likely to confront resource price hikes than market
satura-tion. Besides, what a rental model can do is to transform the
high-quality luxury upper end of the market into the entry point. The
richest will want the latest models, with all technological advances
and design features, but from there on, each model would move to
second-hand use, third-hand and so on, until those entering the
con-sumption ladder can access it at very low cost.

We need to look at the trends initiated by the young and the
pioneers, in the advanced and emerging countries, and imagine
how to create the conditions that will accelerate such changes
so they reach the tipping point and become a strong,
transformative social and economic force. We need policies that
tilt the playing field, making economically profitable what is
technologically possible and can be socially beneficial.
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THINK GLOBAL; ACT NATIONAL AND LOCAL
Green growth can also lead to a global re-specialisation—with
enough markets for all to grow, while addressing the increasing
risks of food, water and raw material scarcities and climate change.
If the process of full global development intensifies, demand for
goods, equipment, engineering and infrastructure would be enough
to mobilise the—also growing—economies of Asia, as well as
those of the advanced world. In turn, the rising demand for
materials and food would provide dynamic markets for natural
resource producers at increasing prices. This would allow them to
fund their own devel-opment, closing the feedback loop of demand
for capital goods from the more advanced countries.

Of course, that complex process of interactive global market
growth is only realistic if it is environmentally sustainable. It will
need to use more expensive and specialised materials, in order
to require less quantity per product and to allow for greater
durability. It will mean more infrastructure and equipment, but
adapted to the climatic conditions using low or no-carbon
renewable energy and energy storage. This green direction, in
turn, would widen the mar-ket for that sort of equipment,
reducing costs and expanding markets even further.
The same holds for consumption patterns. The focus would shift
from the old consumerism to healthy lives, with a high proportion of
intangibles in consumption, including more communication and
creativity, more exercise and community activities, more education—both face-to-face and computer-based—more caring and
sharing activities and so on, as well as significantly greater durability and recyclability of all tangible products. The “good green life”
has to be creative, healthy, pleasurable and comfortable. It cannot
be based on guilt or on sacrifices. It has to be what people aspire to
as they climb the income ladder and the ladder has to be
functioning for all, both the new climbers and those that have slid
down. All that will require the support of adequate and imaginative
institutional innovations.
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The green transformation would also involve the gradual redesign of cities and the improvement of rural quality of life, stimulating both wealth-creating and community activities, so that migration
is no longer the best option. The shift would probably be as gradual
as suburbanisation was in its time and would need as much support
from governments, business and the media as was required then,
demanding complex consensus processes and wide-ranging alliances. 10 Both processes would call forth investment and jobs.
This direction for innovation makes sense not only for environmental, social and economic reasons but also because it is
consistent with the nature of the ICT paradigm. The old hierarchical
pyramid with top-down control is obsolete. We see the concept of
networks being applied all around us by new entrepreneurs, in the
thousands of apps connecting through the smartphone platforms.
We also see it in the way global corporations organise their value
chains and pow-er structures. Under the radar, there is the
flourishing of the sharing and the collaborative economy, the open
source movement and the many imaginative ways of using the
internet for improving the qual-ity of life. The eventual combination
of these complementary ways of using the transformative power of
ICT—including in the organ-isation of government—may define the
quality of life and the quan-tity of jobs.

THE TASK FOR LEADERS TODAY
Today it is not possible to bring stable long-term growth in the
context of an isolated national economy. The ICT revolution has
already created the conditions for the globalisation of the
economy, such that national policies are now mostly defined as
choices within the global space. Those choices would be more
likely to bring a global sustainable golden age if they are
coherent and mutually reinforcing across countries. And within
each country, the quality of life of citizens must be prioritised
over the no longer national inter-ests of the financial world. 11
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Thus, the question today should not be: Can we afford the welfare state with less money? In that case, the solution can only be
austerity and giving up on a fair society. The adequate question,
from the perspective of history and innovation, is this: How can we
use the new technological potential to put the economy on a growth
path towards full employment and increasing well-being? That is
the question that will call forth the required imagination towards
technological, social, organisational and policy innovation.
It is time to create a national and global consensus between
business, government and society that will do for the 21st century
what social democracy did for the 20th. The legitimacy of capitalism rests on fulfilling its promise of achieving the common good
through individual pursuit of wealth and power. Installation periods,
and especially bubbles, bring the system to extreme individualism
and to insensitivity to the plight of non-winners and the impoverished; bubble collapses and the ensuing deployment periods tend
to rein this in and put a stronger focus on the common good. Conditions are now set for a global synergistic and sustainable growth
process. But achieving it successfully requires the right socio-political choices. That is the challenge for leaders in this generation.
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